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1. Handbook Use 
The Flex NBA Tournament Rules handbook’s main purpose is to give a comprehensive overview of all Flex 
NBA tournaments and events. By entering and participating in a Flex NBA Tournament, all players agree to 
abide by the rules outlined in this handbook. If rules are not followed, participants may incur penalties, be 
stopped from current and/or future participation, and/or asked to leave the event.

2. Participation and Eligibility
2.1 You may participate in a Tournament as long as your participation does not violate applicable local laws 
and /or the federal, state, and local laws of the United States. To be eligible to participate in any Flex NBA 
Tournament, you must:

 •  Have an official Flex Account and Flex ID
 •  Have downloaded the Flex NBA Companion App
 •  Have a valid email address that is associated with your Flex Account
 •  Be the owner/person who has registered the Flex NBA account, unless you are a minor using a Flex   
   Account registered by your parent or legal guardian
 •  Not already be participating in the same tournament - one entry per account and person

2.2 The content of any participant’s roster may be published by the Organizer and/or Flex NBA once the 
event has begun.

2.3 When participating in a Flex NBA tournament, players may be instructed to play a match that will be 
featured, projected, and broadcasted/streamed live to a large audience and/or to online viewers. Players 
must comply with the Organizer regarding the location of the match and additional equipment or consider-
ations needed to participate. 

Players are reminded that, by entering or remaining at a sanctioned Flex NBA event, they agree to abide by 
the information stipulated under the Handbook. Players are not permitted to voluntarily decline participat-
ing in a streamed match. In exceptional circumstances, the Organizer may at their own discretion decide 
that it is in the best interests of all involved that the chosen match not be streamed. However, it should be 
noted that this consideration is reserved for truly uncommon circumstances, wherein a serious detriment 
may occur to the players’ ability to participate fully in that match. Where players believe that their individu-
al circumstances may make it prohibitively difficult for them to appear on stream, they should make every 
effort to inform the Organizer prior to the day of the event. 

2.4 Rules infractions committed during streamed matches that are not immediately addressed may be 
identified and penalized upon subsequent review of match footage. Additionally, certain kinds of penalties, 
especially those related to unacceptable behavior or language, may be escalated when the infraction occurs 
during a streamed match.
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3. Tournament Policies
3.1 Roster Checks and Legality
Team Rosters must always be collected at tournaments and can be checked at any time during any part of 
the tournament.

3.1.1 Roster List and Registration
All Flex NBA Tournaments require that participants complete a roster list detailing the exact tiles they wish 
to use during the tournament. These lists can later be used by organizers and referees to verify that a ros-
ter has not been altered since the outset of a tournament, so players should take care to ensure the clarity 
and accuracy of their rosters. 

The roster must comply with this format: 
 •  A submitted roster must contain no more than 10 Basic-Level Flexagons
 • Any upgrades of the 10 Basic-Level Players can be used 
   •  E.g. All-Star, All-NBA, and MVP-level Lebron James can be used if the Basic-level Lebron    
     James is included in the 10
 •  Rosters may not contain duplicates 
   •  E.g. 2 basic-level Klay Thompson Flexagons
 •  A total of 2 different rosters can be used for play
 •  FX Tiles will be chosen by the organizers of the tournament - with a maximum of 10 total

3.1.2 Roster Checks
Roster checks are required at all Flex NBA Events. Flex NBA expects checks to be performed on all Rosters. 
Roster checks may happen at any time during a tournament, from registration through the final round. 
During a check, referees or staff will check the following:

 •  The roster is complete and legible
 •  The roster is legal for tournament play 
 •  The Flexagons match the submitted roster entirely 
 •  The Flexagons are registered under the registered Flex Account and ID

3.1.3 Flexagon Legality
Only genuine, registered Flexagons may be used at Flex NBA tournaments. Players must ensure that all 
tiles they wish to use during each tournament are:
 •  Legal for the format in which the tournament is held
 •  Not marked or altered in any way
 •  Registered in the Rosters Wallet in the participating Flex Account
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3.2 Referees
Flex NBA tournaments must have a judge present - their presence helps to ensure that ruling queries are 
resolved as well as possible, and that players do not have to wait for an extended period before receiving 
attention.

Referees are expected to administer impartial rulings and assist the organizers in running a fun and fair 
tournament. Flex NBA supports the rulings of its referees from those made impartially and are in the best 
interests of the Spirit of the Game. 

3.2.1 Referees Responsibilities
Referees must:
 •  Be free from bias toward or against any player
 •  Avoid ruling on games where family members are involved when possible
 •  Exemplify and encourage good sportsmanship and behavior 
 •  Keep track of turns and moves using a turn sheet

3.3. Turn Sheets
Turn sheets are tools used to record the moves played by both players during a match. It is a sheet of paper 
that contains multiple fields for a referee and/or players to add relevant information about the game being 
played.

Among other information, turn sheets register the names of the players, the moves that they played, and 
the game’s outcome. The name of the event, its date, and other details are found on score sheets as well. 
Turn sheets are important because they are the official record of a chess game and its outcome.
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Turn Sheets will serve as written records of the result from any single match and must always be used at 
Flex NBA tournaments. At the end of each match, the referees will record the result as appropriate on the 
slip. Then, both players should initial the sheet to indicate that they agree with the results. Once the sheet 
has been signed, that result is considered final. 

Besides minimizing off-the-board disputes, turn sheets also facilitate an analysis of the game. It is no 
secret that studying the games of the masters is a great way to improve. The score sheet allows anyone to 
reconstruct these games easily.

3.4 Paper Records
Paper Records, such as standings, pairings, and turn sheets may be retained until the end of the 
tournament to aid with solving any potential discrepancies that may arise.

4. Tournament Organization
All Flex NBA tournaments should be upheld to the highest standards and prevent any possible threats to 
competitive integrity. 

Organizers and judges can choose to offer prioritized registration to players and completely disallow entry 
to players they feel to be a threat to the safety or enjoyment of others, or whose presence has previously 
proven detrimental to the event for any other reason.  

4.1 Tournament Format - Single Elimination
Single Elimination tournaments determine the winner of the event by removing players from the
tournament after they lose one match. The number of players in each round will be half of the number of 
players in the previous round (with the possible exception of the first round).
The tournament ends when only one player remains undefeated. That player is the winner of the 
tournament.

Single Elimination tournaments progress as follows:
 •  Round 1: Players are assigned seeds at random and then paired based on the standard Single    
   Elimination brackets. The winner of each match moves on to the next round, while the loser is    
   eliminated from the tournament.
 •  All subsequent rounds: Players continue to be paired along the brackets, with the winner of a match   
   moving on to the next round and the loser being eliminated from the tournament. Ultimately, only   
   two players will remain. The winner of that match becomes the winner of the tournament.
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4.2 Dropping from Tournament Play
Players who decide that they no longer wish to continue playing a tournament in progress must drop. 
Players may decide to drop from tournament play for any reason, although players may not drop from a 
match in progress without first conceding or completing that match.
The Organizer may require players to complete a form or slip to confirm that they wish to drop or to report 
this to a specific member of tournament staff. While this may change from event to event, the following 
information regarding drops remains true for all Flex NBA Tournaments.

4.3 Incomplete Matches
Players who wish to leave the tournament before their current match is complete will receive a loss for all 
their games that have yet to resolve. If a player wishes to avoid receiving these losses, they should ensure 
that their match is complete and the result has been recorded before they follow the procedure to drop. 
Once the current round is complete, the player will be dropped from the tournament and will not be paired 
in any subsequent rounds.

4.4 Dropped Players’ Final Standing
Players who drop from a tournament before it is completed will still be recorded in the final standings.

4.5 Disqualified Players’ Final Standing
If a player is disqualified from a tournament, they are removed from the standings completely.

5. Tournament Operations
This section outlines and explains rules that are specific to Flex NBA tournaments. You should read this 
section if you are interested in: 

 •  Basic rules for all Flex NBA tournaments. 
 •  Flexagons that are not legal for play.
 •  Resolutions and tiebreakers for Flex NBA games and matches. 

This section assumes readers are familiar with the information presented in the Advanced Flex NBA 
Ruleset.

5.1 Game Area Management 
All Tiles in play should be managed in such a way that they are organized, neat, and easy for opponents and 
referees to interpret. Tiles that are placed into the play area from the hand without the effect of another 
tile, Ability, or effect are considered played at the point the player physically releases the card from their 
hand. If a player does not wish to play a tile, they should not place it in the play area. The boundaries of the 
play area are defined according to official court boards. 
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Image A: Flex NBA Play Area

A:   All Rosters should be oriented in a north/south direction, with the Flexagon’s top side (roles/CP) facing   
  towards your opponents.
B:   Each player may have only one discard pile placed outside the Play Area, though tiles may be rotated   
  and turned around to make them more visible. 
C:   All damage and status FX tokens should be placed in front of the Flexagons that ensures that both    
  players and the tournament staff can see at a glance how much damage the Flexagon has taken.  
D:   Status FX that requires the Flexagon to change positions should be done correctly based on the     
  Competitive Ruleset.
E:   Make sure Benched Flexagons are separated enough from the Active Flexagons and court. 
F:   Put FX tiles neatly in placement slots on the side of the game court.
G:  Damage/status FX tokens placed tails side up signifies a key and should be placed in front of the     
  Flexagons to ensure that both players and the tournament staff can see how many locks have been    
  unlocked. 

5.2 Authorized Die
Players are only permitted to use the official Play Action and Ball Die provided in Official Flex NBA Starter 
Sets. 

Players should consider the following when utilizing both die:
 •  If both players cannot agree on the result of the dice roll, a referee may be called to determine    
   whether the result is conclusive or if it must be rolled again. 
     o Once a referee has ruled that a result is conclusive, it cannot be redone. 
 •  Dice that lands outside the play area and not on screen is considered invalid and must be rolled    
         again. 
 
5.3 Tournament Play 

5.3.1 Definitions 

A. Match 
A Flex NBA match begins when the time allotted for play begins to count down. The match ends when both 
players have agreed upon the result and signed the accompanying match slip.
 a.  An official match should take 30 minutes max - 15 mins per player
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B. Game 
A Flex NBA game begins at the time the player who will take the first turn is determined. The game ends 
when any single player achieves the necessary win conditions required to be declared the winner.

C. Turn 
A turn in Flex NBA begins when the active player rolls the play action die. The turn ends when the active 
player completes a valid attack, indicates that their opponent may proceed to the turn that follows, or 
completes any other action that carries the stipulation that the end of that player’s turn must immediately 
follow. 
 a.  Shot Clock: there will be a 90-sec time limit per turn - if a turn isn’t finished within the time limit,    
   there will be a penalty of 10 CP on all the active player’s Flexagons and the turn will end.

5.3.2 Resolving a Game That Cannot Otherwise Reach a Natural End
On extremely rare occasions, players may encounter a situation in which it is impossible for a game to reach 
a natural conclusion without outside assistance– In these cases, the following process may be initiated by 
the Head Referee: 

A. The match time must have elapsed, +3 turns have been completed, and the Head Referee must decide 
that: 
  a.  That the loop entered is infinite and unbreakable by either player.
  b.  That the intention of both players is to avoid their own loss and not simply to prolong the game   
    by not advancing the game state. 
  c.  That continuing play without a concession from either player would result in a game without    
          end. 

B. From the point at which this decision is made, the Head Referee informs both players of their 
observation. A further +3 turns will then be played, with the current turn being Turn 0. 3. If the game 
remains unresolved after this point, the winner will be chosen based on:
  a.  The person with the most Flexagons in play (whether active or benched)
  b.  The most FX Tiles left during the match
  c.  The most damage dealt during the match
  d.  The most special actions taken during the match

5.3.3 Time Extensions
Referees may issue time extensions of a length corresponding to the time taken to resolve any issue. 
The extra time allotted must be clearly communicated to both players, and recorded immediately by the 
Referee. 
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5.4 Rules Violations & Penalties 
Protocols and procedures are intended to foster a spirit of friendly competition at all Flex NBA tournaments. 
However, occasional situations arise, whether unintentionally or otherwise, in which attendees fail to abide 
by tournament rules or standards of conduct. Failure to adhere to these rules may result in a player earning 
penalties. Penalties often constitute adjustments made to the circumstances of a player’s game in progress 
or next upcoming game to offset potential advantage gained or disruption caused through rules violations. 
Players may not refuse to abide by the conditions of a penalty that their opponent has earned. For example, 
a player may not choose to concede a game to an opponent who has received a Game Loss penalty for that 
game.

5.4.1 Types of Penalties
The penalties below are presented in order of increasing severity, from a verbal warning (Caution) through 
to removal from the tournament (Disqualification). 
These are the only penalties that should be applied at Flex NBA tournaments—referees may not apply any 
penalty that is not listed below, nor can they modify those that are in any way.

A. Caution (C)
A Caution is a verbal note to the player that a rules violation has occurred.  

B. Warning (W)
A Warning comprises both a verbal note to the player that a rule violation has occurred and a written record 
of that note. Please note: The final word on what penalties should be applied to which players and at what 
time is up to the Head Referee of the event. While the Organizer and other referees may assign penalties, 
they should always check with the Head Referee before assigning a penalty more severe than a Warning. 
Additionally, all Cautions and Warnings assigned by any referee or the Organizer should be reported to the 
Head Referee of the event.

C. Technical Foul
Technical Foul penalty is exclusive to Flex NBA and is used when a mistake has been made that significantly 
affects the game state and there is no clear way to resolve the issue, or when a Warning has been given. 
 a.  Application After a player receives a Technical Foul penalty, the offending player’s opponent is    
   informed that one chosen Flexagon is taken out of the active spot. Should the opponent have only   
   one active player remaining at the time, the game is over immediately, and the opponent wins the   
         game.

D. Game Loss (GL) 
The Game Loss penalty is generally used when a mistake has been made that has a severe impact on the 
game state, to the point where the game is irreparably broken and unable to continue. This penalty is also 
used for other major procedural errors or problems. 
 a.  Application When issuing a Game Loss penalty during an active game, the game is recorded as a loss  
   for the player receiving the penalty.
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 b.  In extreme cases where significant errors have been made by both players in a game, a Game Loss   
   penalty may be issued to both players simultaneously. A single-game match terminated in this    
   manner is not a tie; it is recorded as having no winner. If this penalty is issued between rounds, the   
   penalty is applied to the player’s next game.

E. Disqualification (DQ) 
Disqualification is the most serious penalty that can be issued at a tournament. Its use should be strictly 
reserved for the most extreme cases, where a player’s actions (whether intentional or unintentional) have 
significantly and negatively impacted the integrity or operation of the entire event. Players who receive this 
penalty are removed from the tournament and become ineligible to receive any prizes.
 a.  Application: Players receiving a Disqualification will also receive a Game Loss for all games in their   
   most recent Single Elimination match. If a player is disqualified while their Single Elimination match   
      is  still ongoing, the losses are applied to the current round. If a player is disqualified during Single   
   Elimination rounds while they are not participating in an ongoing match, the losses are applied to   
   the most recently completed round and the opponent from that match will advance, if eligible.

6. Community Conducts and Expectations
All Hosts, Attendees, and/or participants at any Flex NBA event are expected to understand and adhere to 
the rules outlined in this document, as well as any other accompanying documents that apply to their roles.

6.1 Conducts & Expectations

6.1.1 Attendee Expectations
All attendees are expected to:

 •  Meet the registration and/or entry requirements of the event, including the purchase of a pass or   
   badge where necessary. 
 •  Be free from the influence of alcohol and/or other mind-altering substances.
 •  Refrain from the use of inappropriate language and/or the discussion of inflammatory topics.
 •  Maintain a socially acceptable level of personal hygiene. 
 •  Follow the direction of event staff. 
 •  Be respectful and courteous to all. 

Should any attendee’s adherence to any of the above fall under question, it is the responsibility of the 
Organizer to determine whether that attendee should be permitted to remain at the event.
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6.1.2 Prohibitions 
It is important that all participants are made to feel welcome and comfortable within the environment of a 
Flex NBA event. In support of this, Flex NBA event prohibits the following behaviors: 
 •  The sale or consumption of alcoholic beverages and/or any mind-altering substance.
 •  Wagering or gambling on the results of a game, portion of a game, match, or number of matches. 
 •  Offering any form of compensation with intent to alter the result of a game, portion of a game,    
   match, or number of matches; bribery.

In addition, the following items are prohibited at Flex NBA events:
 •  All firearms, including mock weapons that could reasonably be mistaken for such. 
 •  Attire and accessories that display inappropriate or inflammatory language, or that are otherwise   
   determined by the Organizer to be unsuitable for such an environment. 

Any attendee discovered to be in breach of this policy should be removed from the tournament site, and the 
incident should be reported to Flex NBA Organized Play. 

6.1.3 During Tournament Play 
For players who are participating in tournament play, the following behaviors are also disallowed during 
matches in progress, unless explicit permission is given by event staff: 
 •  Receiving information from an outside source regarding their match or the matches of others.
 •  Taking a phone call or using a cellular device. 

6.2 Player Definitions & Responsibilities 

6.2.1 Players
A player is any active participant in a Flex NBA tournament. Players who drop from the tournament become 
spectators. 

6.2.2 Player Responsibilities 
All players must: 
 •  Present themselves for play in a timely manner. 
 •  Double-check their match record and standings as pairings are posted each round, and report any   
   discrepancies to the appropriate event staff immediately.
 
Players are also responsible for the provision of the following: 
 •  A valid Player ID. 
 •  A team that meets the format restrictions for the tournament. 
 •  A legible and accurate list of the Flexagons that comprise the player’s roster. 
 •  Any implements necessary to play, track, and maintain game information. This includes but is not   
   limited to items such as:
   •  Damage counters, Status markers, Randomizers, Mobile Device with Flex NBA Companion   
           App.
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Flex NBA Battle Tourney 

Special Case Rules and Circumstances

 1.  Banned Flexagons: For this specific tournament, Basic-level Lonzo Ball will not be allowed for    
   competitive play due to having incorrect Flexes. 
 2.  For this Battle Tourney, Flex NBA will be choosing the 10 FX Tiles used for every round. 
 3.  Players who are knocked out and revived will return to the highest upgraded level (if applicable) 
   •  E.g. When All-NBA Stephen Curry is knocked out and revived, he is returned to his All-NBA   
     level state
 4.  Revived players can be placed in any open active or bench slot - your choice. 
 5.  Turns and Actions can be stacked and continue in an endless loop (if you get the rolls required)
 6.  If a Flex has two parts in its description, complete 2 separate rolls for each effect.
 7.  Assisted attacks go onto the same defender. Your OPP does not have a chance to choose a new    
   defender. If they are eliminated before all your teammates get to Flex, the turn ends. 
 8.  The Judge will be the one rolling the play-action die to prevent sleight of hand or other potential    
   parity issues. 
 9.   Three Flexagons have misprints and/or missing text. For clarity, here are the correct/full descriptions  
   of the following Flexagons:

   •  MVP Lebron James Flexagon - Tier 2 Flex: MVP Collector
    •  Roll the Ball Die: Add 30 to the TOTAL DAMAGE of the next Flex from any teammate.

   •  All-NBA Russell Westbrook Flexagon - Tier 3 Flex: Master of Triple-Doubles 
    •  Roll the Ball Die. If ODD: All your active teammates can Flex (Tier 1 only), but they lose
          10  CP. 
      Roll the Ball Die. If EVEN: Pick 3 active or bench teammates to regain 10 CP.

   •  Basic Trae Young Flexagon - Tier 3 Flex: Game Winner 3 Vs. Bulls
    •  Deal 20 TOTAL DAMAGE to your OPP’s active & bench Bulls teammates. This can only be
      used once  per game. Roll the BAll Die. If 1-3: Deal 10 TOTAL DAMAGE to your OPP’s 
      active teammates. 

Flexagon Pools

Basics/Rookies*
Nikola Jokic (tank), Stephen Curry (marksman), LeBron James (Versatile), Jayson Tatum (assault), Kyrie Irving 
(flashy), Julius Randle (tank), Joel Embiid (tank), Fred VanVleet (IQ), DeMar DeRozan (assault), Myles Turner 
(defensive), Khris Middleton (marksman), Trae Young (marksman), Bam Adebayo (defensive), Bradley Beal 
(assault), Patrick Beverley (hustle), Damian Lillard (support), Rudy Gobert (hustle), Paul George (assault), 
Chris Paul (support), De’Aaron Fox (rogue), Luka Doncic (support), Ja Morant, CJ McCollum, Dejounte Murray, 
Evan Mobley (tank), Cade Cunningham (versatile), Jalen Suggs (IQ), LaMelo Ball (flashy), Josh Giddey (High 
IQ), Jalen Green (assault)
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Rising Stars 
Trae Young (marksman), Bam Adebayo (defensive), De’Aaron Fox (rogue), Ja Morant (flashy), Jayson Tatum 
(versatile) 

All-Stars/Champions**
Nikola Jokic (versatile), Stephen Curry (flashy), LeBron James (Power), Kyrie Irving (support), Julius Randle 
(tank), Joel Embiid (tank), DeMar DeRozan (high IQ), Khris Middleton (marksman), Trae Young (high IQ),  Bam 
Adebayo (power), Bradley Beal (assault), Damian Lillard (support), Rudy Gobert (defensive), Paul George 
(high IQ), Chris Paul (support), Luka Doncic (flashy), CJ McCollum (high IQ), Jayson Tatum (versatile)

All-NBA
Nikola Jokic (versatile), Stephen Curry (marksman), LeBron James (flashy), Kyrie Irving (high IQ), Joel Embiid 
(power), Damian Lillard (flashy), Rudy Gobert (defensive), Paul George (versatile), Chris Paul (support), Luka 
Doncic (high IQ), Jayson Tatum (versatile)

MVP
Stephen Curry (IQ), LeBron James (power), Nikola Jokic (tank)

All-Time Great/ Legendary
No All-Time Great Flexagons will be allowed in the tournament. 

*There is no difference in gameplay between a Basic-level and Rookie-level Flexagon as both are 
considered the first level of all Flexagons
 •  E.g. Rookie-level and Basic-level LaMelo Ball are the same in terms of gameplay purposes. However,  
   you cannot have and play both Basic and Rookie-level LaMelo in the same game.
**There is no difference in gameplay between an All-Star level and Champions level Flexagon as both are 
upgraded from a Basic-level Flexagon.

 •  E.g All-Star level and Champions level Khris Middleton are the same in terms of gameplay purposes.   
   However, you cannot have and play All-Star level and Champions level Khris Middleton in the same   
         game.

FX Tiles List

First Round: 

UFX
Deafening Crowd Roar - Deal 30 Total damage to your Opp’s active and Bench player Tiles. This damage 
ignores all Status FX
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FX
Bring It x2 -  Gain Taunt for 2 turns. If the Player Tile already has taunt, extend it by 2 turns.
Sports Drink x2 - Allows any active or bench player tile to regain 20 CP 
Nice Kicks - Take an Additional Turn. Pick your Opp for this turn (unless a Taunt is active) 
Lockdown D - Reduces the Total Damage of your CP of your Opp’s next Flex by 20
Get Fired Up - Add 10 to the Total Damage of your next Flex Reduce the TOTAL Damage of your Opp’s next 
Flex by 10.
MIP - Upgrade an active or bench Player Tile up to two times. (This FX Tile can be split between two player 
tiles) 
Double Lockpick - These two keys Unlock higher Tier Flexes (these keys can’t be split onto two player tiles) 
Pick your OPP for this turn (Unless a Taunt is active) 

Second Round:

UFX
Fully Maxed Out - Upgrade an Active or bench player tile to their max level
2nd Chance - Restores the CP of an active or bench Player tile to 100%
Deafening Crowd Roar - Deal 30 Total damage to your Opp’s active and Bench player Tiles. This damage 
ignores all Status FX

FX
Double Lockpick - These two keys Unlock higher Tier Flexes (these keys can’t be split onto two player tiles) 
Pick your OPP for this turn (Unless a Taunt is active) 
Bring It - Gain Taunt for 2 turns. If the Player Tile already has taunt, extend it by 2 turns. 
Nice Kicks - Take an Additional Turn. Pick your Opp for this turn (unless a Taunt is active) 
Sports Drink - Allows any active or bench player tile to regain 20 CP
Basket Plus the Foul - Roll the playAction Die twice. Choose one of the resulting actions to use. Pick your 
Opp for this turn (unless a Taunt is active). 
Momentum Swing - Allows you to do up to two substitutions
Lockdown D - Reduces the Total Damage of your CP of your Opp’s next Flex by 20
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Third/Final Round

UFX
Deafening Crowd Roar - Deal 30 Total damage to your Opp’s active and Bench player Tiles. This damage 
ignores all Status FX
Fully Maxed Out - Upgrade an Active or bench player tile to their max level
First Team All D- Pick two of your Opp’s active Player Tiles and reduce their higher tier Flexes to Tier 1
2nd Chance - Restores the CP of an active or bench Player tile to 100%
Pro Trainer - Allows any active or bench Player Tile to regain 60 CP

FX
Half Time Speech - All your active and bench player Tiles regain 10cp over the next 3 turns Pick your Opp 
for these 3 turns (unless a Taunt is active) 
Signature Shoe - Take an Additional two turns. Pick your OPP for these 2 turns (unless a Taunt is active) 
Double Lockpick - These two keys Unlock higher Tier Flexes (these keys can’t be split onto two player tiles) 
Pick your OPP for this turn (Unless a Taunt is active) 
Bring It - Gain Taunt for 2 turns. If the Player Tile already has taunt, extend it by 2 turns. 
Momentum Swing - Allows you to do up to two substitutions
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